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SEATTLE COLLEGE
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Boys Receive Bids For
Leap Year Cotton Ball

Z— Boo

14

Gamma Sigma Inter-Collegiate Association Accepts
Alpha Choose College Knights Into National Order
Pins; Make Plans Gonzaga And Cheney State College Hosts
To Seattle Group

Fr. Corkery Talks
At Masonic
Meeting

Junior Prom Holds
find the Green Lake Fieldhouse 'Great Expectations'
the scene of gayety and frivolity,
as student coeds once again display For Gay Collegians
their ability as hostesses to the
By Peggy Rebahn

In a forciful address to the Past
Masters and Wardens of the Plans Progressing
Masonic Order of King County,
By Mary Williams
Father Corkery, S. J., spoke last Rapidly Says Heads
Today the Knights of the Wigwam are in the national
Friday evening on the subject,
"The Catholic Attitude Towards On Tuesday afternoon, the sec- spotlight and the reflection will add to the prestige of Seattle
ond meeting of the Gamma Sigma
men students.
Modern
World Problems."
Plans for the annual Junior
Alpha, the new journalistic honor- College. The event is the initiation of the Knights of the
invitationstrictly
This affair is
Prom which is to immediately fol- The general theme of his speech ary was held, and much to the
Wigwam into the National Inter-Collegiate Association of
al, and promises to be one of nov- low graduation excersises on May emphasized that the fundamental
elty and good fun. Dance programs, 31, are moving forward rapidly. cause of the social, moral and eco- pleasure of the prospective initi- Knights. Initiation is sponsored by Gonzaga and Cheney
ates,
progress was reas chosen and prepared by Julie The only strictly formal event of nomic chaos of our modern world ported.distinct
State College, who are acting as hosts.
Carmody and a committee consist- the year, the dance is viewed by is that man is trying to run God's
at
the
Eberharter,
Joe
who
is
The announcement of the naing of Mary Abernathy, Peggy Mc- Seattle College students with spe- world without God.
head of the committee making
tional affiliationis the biggest surGowa'n, Mary Ann White, and Ruth cial interest. The Juniors antici"While we should use every plans for the honorary's pin, preprise of the year. Five of the
Daubenspeck, and are available in pate and are preparing for a recpossible," he stated, "To re- sented several possible accepmeans
knights, the officers, are now beeight different styles of colorful ord crowd. Co-chairmen of the
peace«nd a measure of social tances, and after due and necesing initiated in Spokane. The cerspring print and have the names dance are Billy Kelly and Virginia store
justice to the world, there is no sary deliberation, a pin has been
emony
is under the direction of the
girls,
who
are
graduating
senior
of
Gemmill.
solution for a lasting peace or a definitely selected. Hal Young,
Royal National Initiating Commithonor guests, inscribed within. The The orchestra's of Gay Jones permanent solution to the world's
chairman of the constitution comtee. Delegates are being entertainhonor guests have also been pre- and Bob Dickenson have
problems until men and nations mittee, announced that the constibeen
ed with two luncheons and two
complimentary
prowith
sented
|auditioned and several others are alike return to God, and are gov- tution is near completion, and will
dinner-dances. The luncheons are
grams.
»
/being considered. Chief among the erned by the sacred principles of be ready at the next meeting.
to be in the Round-Up Room of
Dancing From 9 Till 12
halls being considered are the justice and mortality, which comes Mr. Murphy, S.J., moderator of
the Desert Hotel and the dinnerDancing in the spacious hall-will Sand Point Golf and Country Club from God."
the school publications, is faculty
dances are to be at the Davenport
be held from 9 until 12 o'clock, and the Inglewood Club.
Father Corkery showed further representative for Gamma Sigma
Hotel. Cheney State College, actThe decision of the co-chairmen
to the smooth, yet lively tunes of
ing as co-host, is contributing her
principles Alpha. In a few words, he stated
in
his
address
that
these
the popular Modern AirsOrchestra. concerning both the orchestra and are absolutely necessary as they the aims of the honorary, and also
share to the celebration.
appear
in the next are for the security of society and expressed hope that it will be an
Florida Perri, who with Julie the hall will
Other Members To Be Installed
getting more students
Carmody is co-chairman of the edition of the Spectator.
have no rational foundation except incentive in journalism.
Upon their return, the officers
says
Bill
Kelly
conjunction
in
interested
in
dance, is heading the decoration
in Sod and man's relations toward According
will
initiate the other members of
with
Terhar,
the dance: "This dance is
to Jack
the
committee. Working directly with
the Knights into the national orby far the biggest and most im- God
the
members
initiation
of
DeDonato,
Lorraine
Alformal
her are
ganization. They will announce
will be held in the near future, and
berta Grieve, Nora Keavy and [portant event of the year. If our
their plans at a later date.
plans
keep
working
quesout
they
important
as
insomuch as this
Mary Williams. Decorations as
The officers left yesterday mornbeen,
it will be the best prom
tion is to be discussed at the next
planned at present, should lend the have
ing after Mass. They drove to
the
Juniors
have
ever
initiates
given.
meeting,
prospective
Be
all
supply
"King
needed atmosphere to
Spokane and will be there today
are urged to attend. The time and
Cotton" with his customary royal sure to come. This dance is someand Saturday. Those making the
Robert Hiltenbrand
place of the meeting will be pubsetting. Girls will appear in cool, thing you really cannot afford to
trip are:
and
board,
miss."
Grand
Duke
lished
on
the
bulletin
boys
are
crisp cottons while the
prospective
all
hoped
so
it
is
that
Grand Duke, Bob Hiltenbrand.
attired in comfortable sports wear.
watch the board
initiates
will
Sir Baron, Bud Bader. Worthy
Publicity Directed By Peggy
Every student should attend the closely for this important anScribe, Louis Sauvain. Chancellor
Rebhahn
Student Body meeting today, Fri- nouncement.
of the Exchequer, Don Styer.
Publicity is being directed by
day at ten o'clock in theK.C. chamKnight-at-arms,
Frank Ryan.
Peggy Rebhahn, who in turn is asbers. There are two important
Other National Chapters Present
sisted by Mary Miles, Metty Kum|
questions to be decided.
Each of those in Spokane will
hera, Margaret Cutrone and FranPrime Importance
have special contacts with members
ces McGuire.
First, it is of interest to everyfrom the other national chapters.
In view of the dance, "Cotton
one who is going to lead Seattle
they will have an opportunity
Here
by
observed
Day"
will be
Dress
Seattle College Department of
College student body in its many
to discuss common problems and
the women students on Friday,
offering
summer,
is
this
an
"Unless we sell- 200 copies of activities fc.r the coming school Music
to get nsw i'ipiin to taka 'bark to
May 10, a day previous to the the Aegis we (the Student Body) year. This is an opportunity to intensified three weeks' course in
According to Mr. John J. Mur- their respective clubs. This tends
urged
join
to
girls
are
dance. All
stand a good chance of going in see and suggest material for these Liturgical Music and Gregorian Iphy, S.J., who has full charge of
in making this day as successful the hole for the year book." This Iall important offices. Be thinking ! Chant. The course will be offered [ the President's Cup Debate, the toward a stronger bond of fellowas possible ,and to likewise co- was the statement made by Mr. over nominations, students, and from July 1 to July 19, inclusive. Ifirst round of the debate is prog- ship and cooperation among the
various chapters.
operate in dance preparations.
Murphy, S. J., faculty moderator come prepared to choose the fin-,! According to Rev. Daniel J. ressing as scheduled. All of the
Chapters Contribute To Bulletin
take
Reidy,
J.,
among
may
est
us.
S.
students
teams have debated at least three
j
of the Annual.
Another bond in which ideas are
will
Secondly,
very
controversial jone or both courses. Classes
that
Bill Miller Business Manager of
times during the last few weeks.
and given is the nationjthe Aegis reports that the adver- subject of the ammendment to be : be held Monday to Friday, inclu- "As Ihave said before, the re- expressed
al bulletin of the Inter-Collegiate
hours:
Litthey
sive,
following
decided.
In
brief
are
the
at
the
tising and patron Committee are
sults cannot be released until the
elections of officers and urgical Music, 1:00 to 2:40 p. m.; two finalists have been determined Association. This is a monthly pubjdoing a fine job. But circulation primary
chapter must conproblem!
and Introduction to Gregorian by at least six rounds of debat," lication and each
fell off. "This drop is not the activities board
to each issue.
tribute
To
Discuss
Annual
2:50
to
m.
Chant,
p.
4:30
staff,
Murphy.
fault of the circulation
for
stated Mr.
brought about
The students will also be im3 Credits For Each Course
"I expect that the preliminary The affiliation was
they have been working as hard as
By
Three credits will be given for rounds will be concluded some time by the tireless efforts of Bill Marx,
they possibly could, but it is due pressed with the fact that only
last year, and Bob
to the lack of Student Body co- 2CO niche Aegis must be sold to each course and the cost is nine next week. That is all Iam at lib- Grand Duke Bill,
Hiltenbrand.
who is employed
BETTIEKUMHERA
our
annual
a
financial
guarantee
registraper
say
dollars
course with a
at the present.
erty to
Ioperation."
success. The staff is doing every- tion fee of one dollar.
A great deal of interest has been at Los Angeles as an accountant,
thing in its power to make it the
A brief synopsis of the matter shown by the students of the Col- exerted his influence there. Outbiggest and best annual yet. It is covered in the Liturgical Music lege at each of the early debates, side contacts by prominent memNumber one on the S. C. discussion parade this week is the
the duty and obligation of the course includes: critical and His- with a small but enthusiastic bers of the Alumni aided greatly
tuneful little melody "The Cotton
Istudents to support them.
torical Survey of Catholic Church group of admirers at each contest in bringing about this new honor.
Ball." This novel and tricky tune
Do not yet it be said that nomi- music; The liturgical offices, The jlending moral and vocal support to
Will Bring College National
Recognition
was composed some weeks ago
nations were made and the amend- Catholic choir; The organ in their favorites.
when Miss Ann McKinnon, Girls
ment passed behind your back. At- church; order of the Music at
The full complement of six This is not only a honor for
tend the meeting, express your Mass; officers of Holy Week; teams have taken part in the de- the Knights of the Wigwam, but
Club prez, decided that something
ideas, and be sure to have not only legislation on Church Music and bates since the beginning of the it will increase the fame of Seattle
had to be done about the excess
Anne McKinnon
money in the treasury. Then the
the present but the future of Se- repertoire and program building. contest and as soon as the results College. Through this national afunder attle College at heart.
are announced they will be pub- filiation, the college will become
invitational swing session idea was The circulation committee
General Outline
known throughout the nation. The
composed. Note by note it grew the chairmanship of Ann McKinlished.
The general outline of the GreKnights more than deserve this
and soon every S. C.er was hum- non, is going to make a concerted
gorian Chant is: survey of the
honor because of their many valming the tune. Last week it soared drive on all those students who
history of plain chant; chant books;
uable services to the student body.
to first place and is still gaining have not as yet reserved their copy
notation; chant rhythm; the
chant
in popularfty. Congratulations to of the Aegis. The committee is
Modes; High Mass; vespers, conchecking its receipt stubs against
a novel composition!
clusion and psalmody.
Body
and
"The Mendel Street Rag" steals the list of the Student
A complete music schedule for
second place. This swing sensation will know exactly who has and who
the summer session may be secured
has
not
subscribed
for
the
1940
Friday
leaps into full glory next
The student nurses of Columbus on application.
Journeying to Mt. St. Vincent on
Hospital in the presentation of
when the Mendal club sponsors its year book.
Monday evening, the Glee Club|
you
one,
all,
come
mixer. "Come
their play, "Corny Takes a
presented the "Old Folks" with a
ATTENTION SENIORS! Chance," on Tuesday and Wednesare bound to fall for the Mendel
program of modern and classical
the lyrics -go : Whether
day evenings in the Nurses' Home Hear Talk On Art
ball"
music.
to
Teresa
auditorium,
you like the lyrics or not, you're
were rewarded for
Of interest
the Saint
absolutely imperative
It
is
Featured soloists of the evening
swingy
bound to have a swell
their earnest efforts by a large girls was an educational talk given were Warren West, singing "Heav- A radio adaptation of Edgar
that all seniors who want audience.
evening.
It is reported that those by Father Rheinhold of the St. ens are Declaring," by Beethoven; Allan Poe'g immortal story, "The
Creeping steadily into public rec- graduation announcements
who attended very much enjoyed James' Cathedral. He spoke on the
rendering Tell-Tale Heart," will be presented
ognition is the sweet and haunting and personal cards to go the plot of the play and the excel- history of Christianity and art and Barbara Forthoffer
by Rossine. Fol- by the drama group of the Radio
"Inflammatus"
ballad, "The Junior Prom." It
lent performances of the cast.
and used colored slides to illustrate lowing these were several
selec- Club over station KOL at 3:30
brings visions of floating chiffon with them place their orhis points. Art from the time of tions by the chorus, supplemented| this afternoon. This story is adapnoon,
melody
promby
Friday
May
ders
Mid trim tuxes. The
Bob Irvine says that he can still the Egyptians up to that of mod- by "Star of the Summer Night," ted for radio by Bob Irvine, dramises to be a real threat to the 3. Individual orders should use some more boys and girls in ern times was compared and con- "I Heard a Forest Praying," and atic director, and Bill Pettinger.
trasted.
present top-tuners. Watch it! It's
Those who saw last year's inter"Musical Trust," by the quartet.
given to Peggy McGowan his radio program.
going to be one of the really out- be
evening entertainment was class play contest will remember
The
Pettinger.
or Bill
standing ballads of the season.
brought to a successful conclusion "The Tell-Tale Heart" as one of
♥ ♥
If it is absolutely imposwith the rendition of the "Italian the best. This dramatic producBill Kelly, co-chairman for the sible to contact either of
Street Song," by the chorus and tion promises to be even better
final crowning dance of the year
than "The Old Man Goes To
company.
whole
information
on May 31, announced that individ- these two
The complete program was as Town," a radio hit of a few weeks
probably
be may be had and orders left
ual invitations would
ago.
follows:
sent to each graduating senior. at the bookstore.
"Heavens Are Declaring," Beet- The story involving a murder
This is a touch which should make
and the solution is a thriller. The
This Sunday, May 5, the Hiyu The price of this hike will be hoven, Soloist, Warren West.
Seniors wishing to grad- Cole
a great dance even greater. The
Club will take the last of fifty cents per person. Everyone "Inflammatus," Rossini, soloist, murder of Morris and the hairorchestras that they are interview- uate and who have not done its regular hikes, the final goal |is to bring his or her own lunch Barbara Forthoffer.
raising incidents that lead to the
ing are really top-notchers, too. so should make application being Lake Isabelle.
as no meal will be furnished by
"Good Night Beloved," "O Morn discovery of the murderer will
The programs will be small, rolled
of
Beauty, Sibelius; "Nina," make this short dramatic producThe hike proper will be three the club.
at the Registrar's office im- miles
diplomas in the school
to the Lake or a total of
Krone. Singers, The Mixed Quar- tion unforgetable. Bob Irvine can
* * colors.
advises
all
Prexy
Jack Terhar
mediately.
be depended upon to turn in a fine
six miles over a fairly good but the ambitious hikers to wear heavy tet.
May 17, 18 and 19 have been
"Vilia," Lehar; "Italian Street performance. The rest of the cast
All Seniors that are grad- slightly steep trail. The group will shoes
and warm socks.
chosen as dates for the overnight uating should apply to the leave the College building promptSong,' Herbert. Singers, Male includes; Lucy Savage, Barbara
hike. See the club officers for the
Those who are planning on go- Quartet.
Jean Dunham, Joe McMurray, Jack
ly at 7:45 a. m. The hikers are
details.The destination is still ten- bookstore aasott as pos- advised to hear Mass at 7:00 o'- ing and have not signed up yet "Stars of the Summer Nights," Cannon and Kd Waite. Maxanna
tative, but if the hike is anything sible to
for clock at the Cathedral so as to are requested to do so immediately "I Heard a Forest Praying," Keene will lend atmosphere to the
like last year's it's bound to be caps and n
be certain of getting to the col- with either Jack Terhar, Barbara "Musical Trust." Singers, The| story with incidental music on the
1 organ.
Chorus.
lege
by the prescribed time, 7:45. Fallon, or B. J. Dunham.
Continued on Page 4.)
Saturday night, May 11, will

.
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Student Meeting
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Is Promise

Summer Plans Given
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'

Old Folks Visited
By S.C. Glee Club The Telltale
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Springtime Swing.Time
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NEWS

CMON! TURN OUT!

Avast ye swabs!
We have always tried to be a giver of good advice to the
men of S. C. And now the time has come again. Local Leap
Year Ladies-In-Waiting have crassly, if not cleverly,planned
what they call Girls' Invitational for the evening of May 11.
The winter Turnabout was bad enough, but at least the girls
paid the bills then. Now, however, they have the unmitigated gall to ask the men and expect them to foot the expenses.
And when we think of the occasion itself, we wonder what
kind of abnormal minds could be responsible for such a thing.
On the shores of beautiful Green Lake will be held this "Cotton Informal." The usually quiet water willbe rippled by the
music of the Modern Airs.
Guests that arenot amused or entertained by the music and
dancing will be able to partake of lush round-the-lake cycling.
Another added feature, if negotiations of the chairmen are
successful, will be the famed "Ark of Juneau." Captain Satko will personally conduct complimentary inspection tours of
his vessel.
We warn you men, becareful!

How do know you can't sing or let an opportunity like that slip
play the piano; did you ever try? by!
s
FRIDAY MAY 3, 1940
No. 25
Why not think it over? You
People troubled with monotones
have nothing to lose and everyNow that the time for the yearly A. S.S. C.elections is at
have often found themselves the thing to gain. You do your little
possessors of inspiring voices; and song-and-dance in a room that is hand, we hear about us the constant prattle of campus polipeople with timid voices and in- practically empty, yet the size of ticians. And out of it all we discern but one good idea that
feriority complexes have been your audience is simply stagger- an amendment be made so that the students, at their next
known to develop wonderful dram- ing!
atic ability. How do you know? When you get auditioned you'll election, will be able to choose an official receptionist for the
may be one of these!
YOU
be helping your school by exhibit- A. S. S. C.
from usually unimpeachable Imagine
what a thrill it would ing the proverbial Seattle College
The necessity for one has become, of late, very grave. For
European war is rolling along in a be to stand by the mike and hear spirit; but more than that you will years students have stood by helplessly and watched stray
the announcer
"Seattle Col- be handing opportunities to yourstyle lege is proud to present John Jones self that not all college students mongrels of all breeds wander through these narrow halls of
it comes to a good
in his original arrangement of can get. Come on, gang! The line learning. For years have students wished and hoped and
Germans, French et
to
." Surely you won't forms to the right!
chopsticks
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EDITORIAL
We're Not Wanted— Yet!

EDITORIAL

We have learned
sources that the
...
merry fashion. When
old
battle, leave it the British,
al
..
prayed that someday there would be a receptionist to receive
to supply all the fireworks. It's getting now so that a
all stray dogs as stray dogs should be received. But no longpoor littleAmerican hasn't a chance to get his brains
er is that idea an idle obsession.
Only last week, as carefree arts majors lolled on the green
blown out for someone else's country. The Europeans
sunshine-covered lawns hereabouts and envious science mawon't let him. They say, in effect, "Now look here,
jors thought seriously of changing their courses, a prospective student was touring the premises on an inspection visit.
Yank, you may be a pretty good fighting man, but we By MAURICE O'BRIEN
He was four and one half year old James Edward Barry.
don't want you yet. We are enjoying ourselves
Donohoe
By
Tom
Mr. Barry, wastingno time inhis selection of the College at
Work Together
killing each other. Of course, we don't know exactly
Last Wednesday was Red Day whichhe will some day attempt to acquire some higher learnAnd Support
for the vast herd of Communists ing, has been through several of the Northwest's institutions.
why we are shooting up the neighborhood, but then,
throughout the world. In Russia
School Activities
Shifting a jumbo jaw-breaker from one cheek to the other,
the streets of Moscow were crowdwe didn't know last time either; and remember all the
Edward Barry spake thus of Seattle College.
The Student Body of Seattle ed with screaming men and women James
you
stay
on the side- College has a tradition of making hailing with great delight the merhave visitgory fun we had? .. . No, Yank,
"Yours is the first of the several colleges that I
leader,
it
of
their
inflated
Stalin.
cordially
greeted
by an
of any undertaking that
ed at which I
have not been most
lines for about another year, then you'll want to join a success
it attempts. That tradition was Here in our own great United overwhelmingly courteous receptionist. Naturally, Iam
us. You see, Yank, we know that when you get in the built up over a period of years and States not too lightly was the Comdown to us when we munists Day celebration taken to somewhat disappointed."
scrap with your fighting tradition and your money and was handedcollege.
entered the
It is a tradition heart. In many large cities banWe understand, Mr. Barry, and we hope that the next time
supplies, our war isn't going to last long; but we don't that must be kept true if the Stu- ners were carried by our ultra- you run and slide through our halls you will be accompanied
Body is to prosper in anything modern youth telling in large print
want to quit yet. War hasn't taken its moral toll over dent
dexterous, if not courteous, receptionist.
at all. If that tradition isn't kept that "their day" will come. Just by a
here thus far. and there is no use doing a half-way job the Student Body might just as what they mean by "their day" is
unbeknown to me.
well cease functioning.
in such things.
Do you suppose they could
During the present school year

—

THE STUDENT
OBSERVER

—

there have been numerous activ"Listen To Us For A While
ities and Imight say that perhaps
they were too numerous, because
"Tell you what, Yank, you just sit back in your it seems that many of them failed.
those that faileasy chair and read your newspapers; listen to your Ineed not mention
ed, they are already well impressed
—
radio news broadcasts. You know us, Yank. We on our tablets of memory. But it
be a good plan to urge a
can twist you around our finger any time we want, might cooperation
for the present
bit of
and when our British propaganda starts bearing down Student Body undertaking with the
that the loyalty of the stuon you, you will be fighting mad before you ever see a hope
dents will be aroused enough to
Nazi. Don't worry, we'll get you in this mess, but we're avert disaster on the present pro-

TO THE
POINT-

Reviews & Previews

want the burden of reorganization
in this country? By that I mean
instituting infamous ideals brought
forward by the U. S. S. R. Ican't
imagine them taking over such a
Books Supplied Through the Courtesy of the Guild Bookshop.
vast undertaking with their MarxDon't let the title of this book scare you because "Flesh Is Not Life,"
ian theories. Yet, it isn't too unHilary Leighton Barth, is a novel you'll enjoy.
on
to
keep
good
by
wise
our part
our
The author shows an amazing knowledge of the problems of youth
eye focused on their every move.
* *
problems you and Iface as average college students. This knowledge
♥
gives him an unusually sympathetic understanding of our actions and

By Margaret Scheubert

—

—

Just as the United Communists motives.
of the World celebrated their comAs for the plot Tondra Sothoran is asked to leave Northern Uniing out party, in like manner does
ject.
for speaking at a Socialized meeting. Not troly convinced by
versity
waiting till you'll do the most good, you shouldn't Is there any doubt in your minds Holy Mother Church celebrate the Socialism
and retaining her belief in a Supreme Being she leaves
greatest month in Her calendar.
an
complain about that; aren't we fighting your war for as to what activity I refer? The If
answer to her question about, life moral, economic. She
you were fortunate enough to seeking
Aegis is the most costly project
in Communism and accepts it as a solution. Under
involved
ordinary
from
the
becomes
Yes, we know that we used that gag last time, that we attempt each year. Any take time-off Wednesday
you?
you its influence her character disintegrates.
routine
of
last
college
but it worked, didn't it? Now, in our heart of hearts, group of studentsoutin aany
could see little children marching
Two men lov eher: Harvey, a fellow Communist, and Brenden, a
year book.
or school can put
Church singing Mary's Catholic. Both are sincere, idealistic, unselfish, and both work for
around
the
:
You
have
people
know
don't
hate
the
German
you
we
Of course that book may not be all praises. Indeed, what a contrast bethe betterment of society.
eye demands but
too many of them among you who are the finest type that the artistic
tween America and Europe! ChilIthink what finally happens to Tondra will surprise you. Her moral
ability
average
than
it takes more
dren overseas are shivering with and intellectual conflict is described frankly and not in that rather
that
when
we
level
entirely
year
book
of citizens. You'll forget
to not only put out a
the cold thoughts of war! In Amerto make that year book pay. ica, they are warmedby the peace familiar moralizing vein.
on you, though, Yank. All you'll want to do then is but
Any work such as a year book
of Mary's mantel! What a conget over here with the cream of your youth, slogging cannot be said to be a real suc- soling fact it is that we are free
unless it is out of the red by to attend our favorite devotions
through mud and blood, spending billions of your cess
the end of the school year.
and how we wish. We haven't
dollars, and ending up behind the eight ball at the We have about four more weeks awhen
Stalin or Hitler standing on the
of this present school year remainChurch
treaty table. Remember what our diplomats did to ing and we have been working on threshold of the Catholic
Regretfully Ilook up at the calendar and find only one more month
preventing us from entering. No
you after the last war? Boy, we really cut you to the year book for some months 'indeed! Our biggest enemy is our of school left before a perfect blank of vacation. From now on things
now and the editorial work and
will. At times that will even should be popping around here
pieces, didn't we? But then, you should worry, the art work is about complete ro that 'own
forbids us to do —honor to the
Great Operas' students often find the performances of Warren West
book may go to press. In fact greatest of Queens the ImmacuBritish and French are your friends: Don't they owe the
and
his gang more overwhelming (phew!) than the usual fare of Wagto
press
gone
could
have
j
the booh
nerian arias
Will somebody please make Lou Sauvain stop asking,
you hundreds of millions of dollars that they'll never some time ago if the financial part lateMother of God!
♥ * *
"Are my seams straight?"
Bill Moran might find it—profitable to
project was what it should
of
the
pay?
of
spite
handwriting
analysis
my
go
because
In
condemnation
of
in
for
as a profession. Really he can tell
been.
the
finanBut.
have
Patty
of the work was incom- Imovies that depict scenes of a li- you your past history and outline your complete character
cial.end
We've Listened To History
Nora Keavy and
plete the editors saw fit to delay I'centious nature, there are some l>yki' believes that teaching is a swell profession
the press and try to secure suf- who openly and widely acclaim the Ix»rrayiif Kisen were among the spectators enjoying ice cream, candy,
"Another reason that we are dealing you out for ficient purchasers for the finished imerit of certain pictures current- pop-corn, peanuts,
etc., at the ball-game at Collins Field on Monday aftly playing in downtown cinema
cheering for the Sophs
Mary Shiltz. I've been
I'm
still
about a year, this time, Yank, is that, in some strange product.
arnoon
In spite of the fact that the phil- 1houses. Sometime ago Iwas re- putting T. L.'s in this column for you so long Irefuse to do it anyway, you let history teach you a lesson. You won't let osophy of the college is of a scho- ) garded as "too moral" not alone
nature, many of the students 1by students but even by profes- more
your nationals come over here and get conveniently lastic
apparently adhere to another sys- isors for putting the clamp on Someone around here by the name of either Ether or Ethier can pen
was imortalizedby a man s shows unfit for Catholic patronage. lovely notes. He's probably been thinking about you, too Jean
shot. In fact, we don't know whether we like your torn thatDescartes,
system called 1I wonder what the reaction will be Lorraine Da Kuiialo was a treat the other daywhen she was lati' for
named
Roosevelt or not: He kind of slowed us up with his "Skepticism." We ahave been told < when Isay that quite a few boys (his.s and knocked at the door while squealing, "Father, may Icome
and girls that come around reg- in "... Helen had quite a time in geting Georgie back from Spoold neutrality bill. What did he have to do that for? in Student Body meetings of the !ularly
to S. C. bounced forty-two kane it seem.s her family wanted to keep him there
.sad financial condition of our an- i
Bob Borrows
It just makes our propaganda task that much harder. nual and we have read of it in lpcnnlef to sit through "Primrose ■nd Tom Brennan went on a fishing trip last weelc-end and brought
1l'atli." At Scuttle College we have back an K- week-old puppy. What do you use for bait, boys?
Confidentially, we are a little burned up with Mr. Qm Spectator and we have seen
If
posters in the classrooms and on !Sodality meetings that condemn anyone
make Pro Magdael mad tell him that the stairs and
Roosevelt. He isn't cooperating with us. Maybe he the bulletin boards but they all isuch a treatment of motherhood; floors waJjUo
j^.k\ . . . The author of "Guff by Pett" feels that the
Iand a vast membership in the Lelittle credence.
May we suggest "Hal
means it when he says you won't help this time, Yank. areIsgiven
title
M
Biu-i-ds a slight rejuvenation.
it because the Student Body igion of Decency that uphold the
V Adio.s 'til next week— Doris.
cleanliness of our modern films. <li'!<lafl
Continued on Page 4.)
Well, we'll change your mind for you.
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SPORTS

Chieftain Chatter
By Bud Staake

Tennis
Sophs Lose

He Woos Dame Nature
And You Guys Wonder Why
Pot Pourri

TID-BITS
Beasley
Track

BUD STAAKE
Editor

ELLENSBURG Sophs Get Gong
S.C.Ski
Club
Closes Season
STOPS

By Beasley

Those
Dodgers

HE WOOS DAME NATURE— WOO! WOO!
When the Dodgers shut out
If anyone thinks that a tennis schedule is a cinch to keep
the Giants,12-0, in the second
see Coach Bud Bader of the Chieftain net squad. It is not
game of the season it was the
the opponent Bud fears at all, its the weather and something Under the capable leadership of
Field day for the cellar champs! greatest day in the Flatbush
Joe English, the Seattle
called Fate which has thus far conspired to make this year's President
The Marne boys hit their stride town since the day when they
College Ski Club has gone through
after two straight losses and knocked the Giants
season a nightmare of which he has never seen the like.
out of the
another successful season of the
dumped the league leading SophoJ
of
northwest
winter
pennant
race
in
1934
to prove
Last Saturday the Maroon squad met Ellensburg Normal most popular
mores,
—
8 to 3, last Monday aftersports skiing.
noon at Collins field. Capitalizing that they were still in the
at Ellensburg. They dropped the match 6 to 1as the spec- This year the
Ski Club had been
on their opponents' five errors and
tators huddled around in blankets to shield them from a especially active, going on two
bunching seven hits, the Marne National League. After the
wind storm that was a real humdinger. Each of the Chief- week-end trips to Mt. Baker and
team were never headed nor even game, Prexy Larry MacPhail
a Sunday excursion to Nac h c s
threatened.
showed his jubilation by
tains in turn cursed the rattlebrain who invented tennis Pass. Good weather prevailed on
By Ed Waite
The Sophs failed to score until breaking his
custom of never
shorts as they battled with the Normal team.
all of the trips, fortune smiling Hampered by
I
a 30-mile an hour the fourth inning, when Berridge, entering the players' room,
There were quite 'gale,
sent
soaring
a
homer
over
the
|
Eyewitnesses state that one Ellensburg player had to toss on the S.C.'ers.
the S. C. Chieftains suffered
a few beginners who ventured
center field fence. But the come- when he suddenly took out
his ball up in the air on the average of four times before he forth with the club and they are their first setback of the season ijback
fizzled and the Marne boys $200 and gave
Ellensburg
the
hands
of
Norit to Pitcher
1
could lay into a serve. The wind would throw the loose ball reported to have made good prog-lat
never threatened.
jmal. The final decision was a 6-1 j were
ress.
Hugh Casey for his splendid
Beasley
struck
out
ten
all over the course.
men
for
Especially interesting was the i verdict in favor of the Teachers. the Marne, and gave up seven hits. performance.
Then he turned
Hats off to the Ellensburg team! If they can beat the success of the week-end trips. All In the opening game of the Berridge, Soph mound man, fanned
aroundand
handed
match,
Blugard decisioned the four men and was
Paul
Cookie Lawho
were
in
on
them
were
more
Chieftains in a windstorm they ought to be plenty good.
nicked for seven
than enthusiastic. Chief praise Ellensburg No. 1 man, Clint Knox, hits.
vagetto $100. Cookie had been
AND YOU GUYS WONDER WHY.
concerned the reasonable rates by the scores of 6-1, 5-7, 6-2. Paul's
Sophomore Lineup
the batting star with two doucannon-ball serves and well-placed
day
noseying
Iwas
around the front entrance charged by the Club.
The other
H R, bles and
I
a single, batting in
looking forward shots kept the Ellensburg man on English, c
The
Ski
Club
is
0
ol
and who should I
run into but Dick Harris, ace guard on the to next year's season and to a big- his heels all during the game. In- Stapletoh,
four
runs.
The Dodgers have
.._
2nd
b
1
S. C.casaba organization this winter. Dick has just returned ger and better club. Assisting cidentally, Paul was the sole sur- Sneeringer, 3rd b
ol
0
added
six
more
consecutive
from sunny (?) California where U. S. h. stretches an ap- President Joe English this year vivor of the Chieftain invasion. Berridge, p
2
victories
day. I
since
that
were Vice-President Tom Brennan Dick Ross dropped the second Ryan, s.s
2
pealing arm to welcome him. It kind of looks like Dick will and Lorrayne Eisen, secretary- match
of the day to Clyde Knox,IMurray, c.f
wonder
how
the
MacPhail
o|
1
_
matriculate at the Frisco school next fall. That makes the treasurer. Tom Brennan also acted No. 2 man and twin of Clint, by Martineau, l.f
1 0 bankroll is holding out.
representative.
press
the scores of 6-0. 6-0.
McDonnell, Ist b
third top-flight basketball prospect that has been lost to as
0
0
Talking about the Dodgers,
:
In the third match it was an Doignan, sf
......0
0
Seattle College this year. Think it over.
0 they exemplify the notion curEllensburg victory all the way as Staake, r.f
0
POT POURRI.
Frank Ryan succumbed to Ray
rent in the Par West that the
A lot of the boys are wondering why they can't hit like
Whitfield to the tune of 6-1, 6-0.
7
3
stronger
teams in the majors
Bud Bader dropped the next
Marne Lineup H R
they did last year
Why don't you compare last year's Today we
salute Robert Hilten- match of the day to his opponent, Conroy, l.f
thickly
2
0
are
studded with expitching with the hurling this year
There is quite a dif- brand who has added another to Frank Crimp, by the two scores Wooding, Ist b
1 Coast talent. We
0
point at the
ference
Whenever the subject of batting averages is his long list of achievements. It 6-2, 6-3. Undoubtedly the rapidly J. Hunt, c.f.
1
2
Dahlgren,
Knights
affiliation
the
Yanks
with
Gordon
rising gale put the brakes on the Beasley, p
0
1
brought up, a large number of softball players immediately is the Wigwam of
with the National Chief playing-coach as he admitted Hendry, s.s
of the
1
and Crossetti in the infield
beginremarking about the relative merits of transubstantia- Inter-collegiate Knights. Most of after
0
0 with DiMaggio
the game that he was at a Cairns, c
in the gardens
the credit for this is due to the loss as to how to place his shots, Nash, r.f
tion and rejuvenation (I got the words out of a book)
0
0
and
Pearson and Gomez
of Bob, the Grand Duke due to the great velocity of the Green, s.f
0
2
You would have gone nuts if you had seen Mr. Murray pick efforts Knights.
Seijas, 2nd b
of the
wind.
chucking.
0
0
Their strongest
a fly off the center field fence in the Marne-Soph game
Besides his position as Grand Frank Buty was the victim in Hughes, 3rd b
1 1 competitors bid fair to be the
When Collins field is muddy, the batters stand ankle deep :Duke, he is chairman of the Ad- the next match as Ray Breedlove Hunt, 3rd b
1 8
Red Sox with Bobby Doerr,
in the mush at home plate
Why can't people understand ivisory Board. He was the produc- bested him 6-1, 6-3.
<Cronin in
tion manager of "You Can't Take
In the first doubles game Bader
7
■
the infield and the
decision,
its irrevocable (how It With You," the play presented and Blugard bowed to the Knox
that when an umpire gives his
entire
outfield
from the coast,
TEAM STANDINGS
do you like that word? Less growling at the officials and by the students during the Winter twins duet, 7-5, 2-6, 6-2. The folCramer,
viz.
Ay.
DiMaggio
W
L
and
lowing
doubles match also went
Quarter. The Freshmen students
more ball playing would help the soft-ball league a lot
2 1 .750 Williams. Desautels is the
Crimp and Sophs
will
remember
his
tireless
efforts
as
Teachers
There is too much yelling around about "robbers" and "blind in giving the aptitude tests last
1 1 .500 first-string
ield beat Ross and Ryan Stars
receiver and the
Otis
1 1 .500
men."
fall.
spot
weak
Knights
1
1
is thc pitchers
.500
Bob did not become such a bril'ull view of the terrific wind
NEW HONOR SOCIETY.
where
over-night. He has
they
leader
have
to depend on
liant
irhich
the
netmen
to
had con- Marne
1 2 .250
As long as there seems to be a whole new mess of honor- been active since he paid his first
many times the players
graduates of the International
Beasley, Hillb
8
5
6
.750
ary societies concerning medicine, scholastic endeavor,etc., it enrollment fee. Last year he was would have to serve four and five Berridge, Soph. ...15 4 11
.733 or the Association. Getting
is an opportune moment to introduce you what Ihave long president of the Junior Class and balls in order to hit one before the M. Hunt, Otis 16 8 9 .562
for
and
Homecoming
caught
away.
the
wind
it
blew it
Irvine, Marne
6 3 3 .500 back to the Dodgers, we point
felt to be a much needed organization at Seattle College. co-chairman
Dance.
The
absence
of Lou Sauvain un- Hendry, Stars
C 6 .500 with pride to Pete Coscarat,
It is altogether fitting and proper that we should form an To all this we could add an doubtedly contributed to the down- J. Hunt, Stars 12
16 5 7 .500 Lavagetto and Camilli in the
honor society for all the students who would be the most endlesslist of committeesand other fall of the Chiefs. Sauvain had Sudmeir, Otis 11 2 5 .451
inner defense and to Almada,
—
8 4 3 .375
likely members. I'm calling it the Poison Ivy Clvb with activities in which he has had an been counted upon to fill the No. 2 Robel, Otis
Koy
Iactive part. But we shall only say bill in the singles and form the
in the outfield. Of course,
Riley, Otis
:.. 9 2 3 .333
no reservations to the implied meaning.
(that this pre-med student should nucleus of the first doubles com- Ward, Hillb
6 12 .333 two outfielders doesn't make
To begin with, here is a list of the types of students who be an example to those who are bine. However, Lou took sick the Stare, Hillb.
6 12 .333
less active. His contagious smile day of the game and was advised McKay, Stars 10 2 3 .300 much of a case when you conwould be prospective pledges to the new society.
and friendliness has won him many not to make the trip.
AB R H Ay sider in what quantities the
1. The scatterbrain who remarks despairingly on S. C. friends and they all wish him every
Dodgers have them but three
athletics, never having gone to a basketball game, etc.
success in his chosen career. May
regulars in the infield is a
2. The high school triple threat who still thinks he's carry- it be as successful as his college
pretty
good showing.
career has been!
ing the ball for dear old Wahoo High.
Carl Hubbell is one south3. The sarcastic simp who knows what's wrong with the
—
paw who makes up for the
team in a clarion voice.
erratic behavior of many of
4. The guy who bets money against his own team (proof
his
wronghanded bretheren.
aplenty if you want it).
When
told that his new $1,300
5. The athlete who "doesn't get any support from the rest
\* *
I Jk
sedan
had been wrecked by
of the team." (Again there is proof).
STRATFORD, Conn., April 27.
one
of
t h c club secretaries
6. The classic. The he or she who doesn't know that the Setting a new college record,
driving
up
from Florida, said
College has played a game until the following day, week or Princeton's crack five<nan team
captured the Second Annual InterCarl, "It was just one of those
year. (Boy! Have Igot proof here!)
collegiate Skeet Championships
things. What's a busted car
Well, there they are. These are the ones that have come I held at the Remington Gun Club
between
friends?"
to the notice of this department to date. If any you dear here today with a brilliant 240 x
250.
April
14
was Pan-American
list,
pupils have a pet peeve to be added to this
just bring Paced by Philip Conway, MorDay
Angeles in honor
at
Los
it up to the Spec office and we'll see what can be done about ristown, N. J., the Tigers retained
intercollegiate
Angel
battery, Mexican
their
of
an
crown wonlast
it. If your suggestion is logical and truthful it shall be pub—
year by a score of 228 x 250. ConJesse
Flores
and Cuban Chico
lished in the Spectator the fearless organ of truth and way ,took high individual honors,
Hernandez. Several doves
consequences. We print the truth and get the consequences. posting a 49 x 50 to tie Howard
loosed as a symbol of
So now we have another honor society at Seattle College. Ingels, of Yale. In the shootoff,
Conway broke 22 x 25, while InAmerican friendliness.
We won't be subtle and give it a Greek-letter name. From gels dropped
seven birds for an
There followed a fight in the
now on the Poison Ivy Club will be the bane of any spiritless 18 x 25.
grandstand, a tussle at first
student of S. C. If anyone should be so unfortunate as to Yale's squad finished in second
—
232
base
place
250,
a
x
with the
when Stringer and
come under any of its classifications wise up, buddy, wise Army with
team posting a 225 x 250 for
Sweeney collided and then Jigthird. Army's second team scored
gers Staatz was chased from
HUSKY— THE INIGMA.
a 206 x 250 for fourth place with
the field for arguing with
It is a subject of great discussion, this University of Wash- Dartmouth finishing last scoring
x 250.
Umpire Fanning.
ington football team. Last year the Huskies were scheduled 189High winds and showers made
Ted Williams absolutely reto tear the Pacific Coast Conference apart. There were vet- shooting difficult during the afterfuses
to wear a necktie.
noon,
Army
squad
the
last
finisheran ball players running all over the lot. Sports experts
ing in a driving rain.
"When
Iwas in the Pacific
predicted a brilliant season. "Watch the Husky" was the Princeton's leading gunners,
Coast
League
Iwas told I
catch word. What happened no one will ever know. Except coached by Col. E. A. MacMillan,
Ice-cold Coca-Cola
A
would
have
to
wear tie if I
C.
Early
Summit,
of
N.
for a couple of games, the U. S. C. fracas in particular, the include J.
is all pure refreshment. Its ever went to an aEastern
Ifcu
/■
J., E. A. Eeip, Jr., of Chicago, 111.,
Purple and Gold was bounced around from one end of the Doug Nichols, Jr.,
of Orange, N.
I
>/
Itaste satisfies completely team," says Ted. "I went to
gridiron to the other.
/Af
J., all of whom came through with
and a refreshed feeling fol- Minneapolis, continued to go
Again the Husky opens against a tough team in the Golden 48's while G. Gordon Bonnyman, i
Knoxville, Term., posted a 47.
of
without a tie and
Gophers of Minnesota. The Idaho Vandals have another big
W lows that leaves you want* seemed to mind, thoughnobody
Culver Military Academy, of CulI
was
team. Once more the Washington future looks bright with ver, Ind., won the Inter scholastic
ng nothing more.
continually told Iwould have
a drove of veterans in the line, backfield, and reserves. Skeet Championship with the amato wear one if Iwent to the
zing score of 241 x 250. Led bj
Coach Phelan again predicts a bright future. I'm sure we Bobby
Parker, Jr., of Tulsa, Okla.,
big
Leagues.I
didn't wear any
are all with him in a wish for a super-season.
one of the nation's foremost skeet
THAT REF RES HE S
while with the Red Sox last
However, we got our fingers too badly singed last year. shooters, who scored a 50 straight,
Bottled under authority ofThe Coca-Col* Co. by
year and I'm not wearing any
the Culver team defeated LawAll we can do is wish and hope, and hope and wish.
renceville, Choate, and Hotchkisa. ;THE COCA COLA BOTTLING CO.. Seattle, Wn. this year, either.
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Former President 'Mushes'
Seventy Miles In One Day

Lab
Collegians Get Chance For
Senior Class Plans Photography
Ready For Work
For Graduation Next Monday Morn Double Duty Happiness

Mushing in a blizzard that was ary of that district. Ministering to
raging along the Bering Coast, the the Eskimos, the Bishop confirmed
Right Rev. Walter J. Fitzgerald, a total of 101.
S. J., coadjutor bishop of Fair- Fast as the dog travel was, the
banks, Alaska, and former Presi- Bishop began and brought to an
dent of Seattle College, traveled end his journey on the more pro72 miles in a traveling day of saic and much commoner airplane.
ten hours in Alaska recently.
"It was my first experience
Seemingly trivial to students at- traveling by dog team," the Bishtending Seattle College, the milage op said. All of us were warmly
totaled by Bishop Fitzgerald is an clad in fur caps, fur parkas,
amazing distance and was accomp- trousers and mukluks."
lished by much hard work with the
Unknown personally to many of
team of 11 dogs. For those geo- the students, Bishop Fitzgerald is
graphically-minded the trip was remembered as being the Presifrom Stebbins, near St. Michael, dent of Seattle College before he
to Chaneliak, three miles from was raised to his present position.
Kotlik.
The dedication page of last year's
"The glare was at our backs," Aegis was devoted to him in manexplained the Bishop. We were ifestation of the work he had done.
traveling on Bering Sea ice, and He was ordained bishop as recentthere were some long stretches ly as eighteen months ago when
that were perfectly smooth and he was then appointed as coadfree of snow." Bishop Fitzgerald jutor to Bishop Crimont, S. J., Viwas accompanied on his journey car Apostolic to the Aleuthian
by Fr. Lonne, the Jesuit mission- Islands and Alaska.

At the Senior Class meeting on
Thursday, April 26, the members
decided on the type of announcement which they intend to use
for their graduation exercises.
According to Bill Pettinger, cochairman of t h c Commencement
Exercises, the final day for ordering announcements and personal
cards is Friday, May 3, (today).
A request is issued to place them

Today, as we live in this modern scores of men, who, lacking the
Photography students will re- world, enjoying the comforts and bare necessities of life, and are
joice at the news that on Monday luxuries that hundreds of centur- provided for by the House.
morning of next week, they can ies have wrought, it is only too
Does Marvelous Work
begin their laboratory work in often that we find our young
The St. Francis House has done
earnest.
Catholic men and women relaxing marvelous work in the past in minRoom 27, formerly the Physical in the enjoyment of all these bene- istering to the needs of these poor
Chemical Laboratory, has been fits, and totally blinding them- unfortunates but needless to say,
converted into a completely mod- selves to the fact that there areI|more help and more contributions
ern dark room in which students many of their bretheren in the| are needed if this work is to conwill be able to develop their pic- world of ours who are sadly lack- tinue the progress it has achieved
tures as well as perform other ing in the possession of these "od- in the past.
immediately.
given gifts.
photographic work.
We college students can do our
Many People Live in Want
Members of the commencement This course, under the supershare by serving at meal time or
committee include: Peggy Mc- vision of Dr. Drill of the Physics Yes, we live in wide and spacious by procuring food, clothing, or
Gowan, Julie Carmody, Margaret department, is the first really com- homes hi which every concievable other household utilities. As
Carroll, Tom Anderson and Jack plete course in photography ever comfort is brought to our service. Catholic students we have learned
Terhar.
It may appear impossible but it is a great deal of Christian charity;
attempted at the College.
Orders for caps and gowns may Commenting on the new labora- still a shameful fact, that ,not only now an excellent opportunity is afbe submitted at the Book Store. tory, Dr. Drill remarked, "It is are there many of our brethern forded us by which to practice it.
Bill Pettinger states that measure- very fine to have the new photo- who do not have these rights, but Already a number of Seattle Colments for the caps and gowns graphy laboratory so close to the are actually living in the most ab- lege students have given genershould be taken as soon as pos- Physics laboratory because of its ject and pitable conditions possible. ously of their time and effort for
Perhaps this may appear as an im- the noble cause. If you have not
sible.
convenience.
possible situation in this modern already done your share you will
Among those who will speak are:
space outside of the city of ours, but still all we have be given a good opportunity on
"The
extra
Ellen
McMiller,
valedictorian;
Bill
room," continued Dr. Drill, to do to convince ourselves of this Friday, May 17, on which eveHugh, salutatorian; and Mr. J. D. dark
"will be used for a light labora- is to become acquainted with the i ning a mixer will be given by the
Carmody, a guest speaker.
tory in which several light experi- St. Francis House of Hospitality,' college for the benefit of the St.
ments will be set up."
1010% King street where we find Francis House.

THE STUDENT
OBSERVER

CANDID

OMMENT

Gaveleers Picnic
At Angle Lake

(Continued from Page 2)

is growing so rapidly that we can't
B^B
get the students to cooperate on
Yesterday, on Ascension Thursprojects
it,
that
are
their
own
?
Is
memorable, to say the very least!
that there is so much antagonism day, the Gavel Club held its an* * *
among the students that one clique nualpicnic at Angle Lake, an event
Don Styer held an official chris- won't assist another? Is it that which had been long looked fortening last week on the fourth the students don't want to have a ward to by the members. Swimbirthday of his auto. Several Co- year book or carry out any other !jming, boating, and aquaplaning on
eds cooperated by donating per- student activities? Are the stu- . the placid and azure waters of
fume, a bottle of beer and their dents so negligent, that they are'nt IAngle Lake, playing tennis and
congratulations. The bottle was
of the condition of things !Softball on its spacious shores, and
— aware
broken over the hood of the car
that are going on around about !enjoying a delicious lunch preyes, completely broken, and the them ? What does cause this at- 1 pared by Ruth Brock and Mary
If '^ :!Jfc
name of his jumper was officially titude of apparent indifference?) Doherty, the Gaveleers enjoyed
changed from "Gussiebelle" to I've been looking for the answer |themselves to their hearts' con"Yahudi."Great goins on, all right! for a year and haven't " found it Itent.
'BBw
* * *
Good Time Had by All
fltt&..
having
year
one
of
asWe saw her at the end of the We go to great length to select After
hall by the Spec, office early Mon- an editorand staff for a year book, siduously perfected their Ciceronday morning. She had a vivid red and we talk about our year book ian talerits, the debaters felt that
scarf tied around her head and far and wide, and we are proud to i they had earned this day of enit made a loop right under the show it to our friends. Yet, when joyment, in which they could forall argudimple in her chin.
it comes time to put it out, and [ get the pros and cons of
"Hello Biffie!" we all screamed cooperate, and do what rightly is iments except that one of having
in our usual Monday-morning good our duty, then, we seek for an|a good honest time, and judging
humored tone of voice. There was excuse to evade that duty. It would j from the comments of all those
hope was cerno answer.
seem that this is entirely the who attended, this
"Hello Barbara!" we called wrong attitude. Why can't we as- 1 tainly fulfilled.
again. Still no answer. Could it sist the people that we ask to run Over twenty regular members of
the members of the Club attendbe that we were being ignored? i off this activity for us?
Mustering all our pride and trying Let us look at his thing in the ed the outing, together with several
to hide the deep hurt, we de- right light for once. The year members of the faculty. Commentcided to try once again. We clat- book is something that is not only ing on the event, President Maurice
picnic was a
tered closer.
a proud possession of ours after ' O'Brien stated: "The
"Good morning, Miss Fallon," the year is over, but it is much decided success, and Iwish to perwe murmured a bit coldly.
more. It is written and printed sonally thank all those who had
Two blue eyes looked up at us, evidence of our ability to succeed popart in promoting it."
sad and appealing blue eyes that in carrying out an activity, an acgleamed with a look of inadequacy. tivity, that, is by far the most im- j
We leaned closer as she whispered
in the year. It is also a
— portant
in despair, "I've lost my voice
monument evidencing our ability to j
Ican't talk!"
everyone that sees it, friends,
They shuffled down the hall, teachers, and future employers.
—
voices muttered "Oh
now I've If I say any more Imight say j
four classes of Seattle Colseen everything!"
too much, so I'll terminate by imhave been and are busy selectBecause they knew that she ploring the entire student body to
plays and casts for the Drama
couldn't do much about it, all day abandon their present "don't care"
d's one-act play contest, which
sweetly sang to her attitude, and to start doing what
mean people
i be May 15, in the Providence
—
"Say it
over and over again." they can, and first of all by subtbbit'g Ray" is Freshman Play
Miss Fallon as you have undoubt- scribing to the year book. It's your
edly noticed, is now once more in Aegis, It's my Aegis, let's get to»tty McCarthy and Joan Sulfull possession of her vocal gifts. gether on the idea and make it the
i have the directing of the
Glad to have* you
Biff!
!Freshman play far in the lead.
best possible Aegis.
* back,
*
!The title of their play is "Babbit's
— " (said one
Bay." Trevor Lewis, Mary Mur"If Iam elected
1phy,
potential candidate vehemently)
Lorraine De Donato, Mary
Lucid, Bill O'Brien and Alberta|
"If I
am elected there will be all
fun and no work. Down with work!
have been selected for the |
Free hotdogs, ice cream, popcorn
The Sophomores, under the I
and bubble gum will be served
hourly on the hour on the campus.
ection of Bob Irvine have selecI as their play "42nd Street."!
At the Trianon every Friday night, | Alpha Nu, nurses' honorary,
as met Tuesday, April 30, at 8:00 Tryouts have been held and the
free mixers will be given
well as exclusive picnics at Wilder- in the Reception Room of Prov- I Sophomores are well on the way.
Lary McDonnell
ness every Sunday, and there will idence Nurses' Home. Miss Onolee
Heads Junior Play
be no term papers
!" This Campbell presided, and a short
"Suitable for Charity" is the
potential candidate, like Yahudi, business meeting was held.
was not nominated. Well, we can It was decided to have a pie title of the Junior play, and is
sale in the lobby of the nurses' under the direction of Larry Mcdream, can't we? Or can we?
However, there are bound to be home on Friday, May 10. Coffee Donnell. The cast has not been
so many outstanding men and and a large varieties of delicious selected as yet. Tryouts for the |
women nominated at the next Stu- pies will be served all day. Alpha seven characters of the comedy j
dent body meeting that every can- Nu invites the college crowd to will be this week.
The Seniors under the capable
didate will have worthy opponents. come anytime Friday, to relax, and
a
direction
of Mary Buchanan have
enjoy
different
lunch.
fight
It will be a
to the finish!
Who cares about the third-term Possibly ten girls will be admit- not had tryouts, as yet, for the
talk? We're much more interested ted into Alpha Nu, only further play, "Good Night, Caroline."
The best play will be given a ten
investigation of records is necesin this local battle!
Only four more weeks until the sary, as all were voted in. The dollar prize.
— Just thought complete group will be accepted at
end of the quarter
the next meeting, on May 14.
you.
I'd tell
Dr. Rose Ostroff, was guest
speaker, and her very interesting
COMPLETE
subject was The National Health
Fountain and Lunch Service
Program. The subject was open for
Madison at Minor
questioning and there was much
MAin 7575
Seattle
discussion of this vital subject.
(Continued)
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Streets, where Officers HARRY

Bk.

*

keep the traffic moving. And
a every corner CHESTERFIELD
is America's busiest cigarette
because smokers have found
them Definitely Milder, Cooler-Smoking and Better-Tasting.
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Pie Sale Given
By Alpha Nu

lieve

—

'

.
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Chesterfield
... ...
...

Wodlinger Drugs

TEN--O--FOUR
MADISON
Barber Shop and
Beauty Parlor
Appointment
By Telephone

ELiot 1004 |

Hotel \
\► Marne
Room and Board 4
I► BoardOrOnly \
T

SHOWERS AND BATH

J

►

1120 Broadway

4

Kodak Finishing
"In at one, at five they're done"
Greeting Cards, Picture Framing

PRANK JACOBS, 1208 2nd Aye.
Near Savoy Hotel

—

—

PAT'S BARBECUE

Breakfast Lunches Dinner
P. J. Gallagher
1118 12th Aye.
EA. 2281 ;

today's definitely milder
coolersmoking better-tasting cigarette

When

you buy a pack

of cigarettes, give
it the smoker's perfect quiz
Is it mild?
Is it cool? Does it taste better? If you do
that, you'll turn by choice to Chesterfield
because Chesterfield has all the answers.
Their blend of the best tobaccos grown,
their size, shape and the way they burn,
all help to make Chesterfield America's
Busiest Cigarette.

...

"

Make your next pack Chesterfield
You can't buy a better Cigarette
Copyright 1940,

Liccirr

*

m

MyiuTobacco

Co.

J«

America's Busiest Corner
Chicago's Madison and State
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